
A LIVE Event Proposal from The Scripture Lady

Pricing Breakdown for a Weekend of Ministry Event

2 Workshops       ________  $400

A Scripture Lady Musical Bible Program 
on Sunday Morning (or desired day)   ________  $300 for 1st program
         ________  $150 for each additional 
           service

Average Plane Fare      ________  ($0 - $400)
 (The plane fare can vary greatly. Also, if I am able to secure two or more 
events within the same area, then this price can be split between the hosting 
churches.)

Average Hotel Fare      ________  ($0 - $400 for 2 nights)
 (The hotel / accommodations can vary greatly. I am happy to stay in the home 
of a church member to decrease this amount.)

Transportation (ie. cabs)     ________  ($0 - $150)
 (Transportation needs can vary greatly. You may want to transport me 
yourself or provide for cab fares or a rental car.)

Props and Materials for Saturday and Sunday ________  ($150)
 (One of my foundational principles for children's ministry is to provide the lay 
teacher with LOTS of great visuals. Therefore, it is very important that I showcase 
many examples for your teachers to be inspired by. I will send a box of props that I 
will be using in my workshops and Sunday morning presentations.)

********
An average cost of a Scripture Lady Event is $1500 based on an attendance of 50 
people who have each paid $30. Read page 2 to learn how to offset / cover this 
cost.



A LIVE Event Proposal from The Scripture Lady

To help pay for this event and to give as many children's workers in your area the 
chance to participate, I suggest you promote your event and invite as many people 
as you can to this fun and inspirational time of ministry.

Here is the suggested pricing per person:

$35 per person - $5 will go to your church and $30 will go towards the payment to 
Kathy Vincent, The Scripture Lady.

This cost will include:
- a small continental breakfast
- The Scripture Lady's 2 downloadable products as gifts: 
 "75 Bible Verse Songs" AND "10 Bible Review Games"
- Detailed notes of all that is shared during the workshops

Here is an example of pricing to show the number of people who would need to 
attend to help offset / cover the cost:

Scenario 1: 60 people x $35.00 = $2100.00

If the cost for your event is only $1500.00, then you have paid for the event. You 
would keep $300 for costs and the remaining amount of $300 would go to Kathy 
Vincent, The Scripture Lady.

Scenario 2: 40 people x $35.00 = $1400.00

If the cost for your event is $1500.00, then you would keep $200 for costs and.you 
would be required to pay the remaining amount of $300 to Kathy Vincent, The 
Scripture Lady.






